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the label on the far left tells you how
much range you have remaining, and

which cities are covered by autopilot. the
blue circle with the green lines that
surround it indicate that tesla has

detected your location. the green text on
the bottom middle of the screen is the
vehicle's eta. you can also tap the little
circle in the top right to shift between
different views of the vehicle and the
controls. (if you're using a late-model

tesla with the autopilot 2.0 package , this
screen appears in a menu of the
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features.) that eta should steadily
increase as the vehicle finds and

maintains a path. soon it'll calculate a
"sufficient forward progress slope" (sfp)

line, which should consistently be heading
straight in the direction you're traveling.
more information about the ideal slope

for autopilot to use to calculate a
smoother path will be available in the

coming weeks as we continue to optimize
this feature. let's say the sfp line is

intersected by a red line, which
represents the position of the car in front
of you. just like a human, the car will be

able to track the position of that car using
its radar and cameras, and pass it as

soon as it can. if the red line represents a
car's bumper, then you can expect to see

a car honk to let you know it has
recognized you're behind it, and then
ease right in to pass. this is the same

system that the autopilot 2.0 feature uses
for around-the-corner emergency
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stopping, but with a driver only allowing a
vehicle to go a couple of car lengths

ahead. if you tap this button, you'll see
the park assist option enabled for a few
seconds, then the system will go back to
using the sfp line to guide the vehicle as
it navigates. even if you don't use this

feature for parking, it's useful for driving
smoothly through the tunnels that wind
beneath san francisco and into the city.

you can also use the button to enable the
autosteer feature, which will make the car
keep its distance from curbs, parked cars

and other objects on the road. it won't
quite drive for you, but it should do a

better job of figuring out what you need.
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on a trip from new york city to los angeles
with autopilot turned on, model 3 used
less than 25 miles of fuel and covered

1,428 miles in 8 hours, 22 minutes. on a
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trip from los angeles to new york city with
full self-driving enabled, model 3 used
less than 13 miles of fuel and covered

2,677 miles in 36 hours, 6 minutes.
during the time required to complete this

journey, the model 3's autopilot was
solely engaged for the majority of the

trip. the consumer product safety
commission (cpsc) and its partners today

(july 7, 2020) requested that tesla
suspend the sale and distribution of

vehicles that were manufactured during a
10-year period that may have been

involved in a fatal crash. this safety recall
affects about 360,000 vehicles in the
united states. tesla (tsla) confirmed it
stopped new orders of its vehicles. the

vehicles are being recalled because they
may not have been properly attached to

the vehicle seat or harness during
transport to the manufacturing facility.

this could reduce the performance of the
seat belt and reduce the protection
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provided by the seat during a crash. this
recall is being conducted in cooperation
with the national highway traffic safety

administration, the u.s. consumer product
safety commission and the national

highway traffic safety administration. to
comply with the recall, tesla will notify

owners, and will arrange for free repairs
for the affected vehicles. the recall is
expected to begin later this year. we
asked our users the question, "what

would you pay to have access to
driverless technology from tesla?” we

received hundreds of answers. this result
shows that tesla owners are very eager to
receive access to driverless technology.
however, many are not willing to pay a

high price. while customer demand for full
autonomy at the price of a tesla model 3
without it is high, it seems that the mass

market will be the beneficiaries of
multiple levels of automation. we may
see a future where up to 25 percent of
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vehicles on the road will be driverless,
with full autonomy in our cars once the

necessary regulatory and regulatory
issues are sorted out. in the meantime,
we encourage owners who have not yet

enabled driverless mode to receive
access to the software for their vehicle.

and, if you have a tesla roadster or model
s, we encourage you to upgrade to a

modern vehicle. 5ec8ef588b
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